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Stability of Jahn-Teller distortion in LaMnO3 under pressure: direct study by x-ray

absorption
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The local environment of manganese atoms in LaMnO3 under pressure up to 15.3 GPa has been
studied by x- ray absorption spectroscopy. For pressures below 8 GPa, no change is detected within
the MnO6 octahedra. Above this pressure a continuous reduction of the long Mn-O distance takes
place, however the octahedral distortion persists over the whole pressure range. At 15.3 GPa the
average Jahn-Teller splitting of the distances is reduced by about one third, indicating that a total
removal of the local Jahn-Teller distortion would occur only for pressures around 30 GPa, where
metallization is reported to take place. A hysteresis in the long distance reduction is observed down
to ambient pressure, suggesting the coexistence of MnO6 distorted and undistorted units.

PACS numbers: 61.50.Ks, 61.10.Ht, 75.47.Lx, 71.30.+h, 75.47.Gk,

The physics underlining the remarkable properties of the
manganite LaMnO3 and its doped alloys is rich and com-
plex. The actual path followed by a given system towards
ferromagnetism and/or metallization, through chemi-
cal substitution, thermal treatment or pressure involves
modifications of a delicate balance between delocaliza-
tion and carriers trapping not yet completely understood.
In the ground state LaMnO3 is an antiferromagnetic
semiconductor crystallizing in an orthorhombic variant
of the cubic perovskite structure space group Pbnm. The
MnO6 octahedra are distorted due to the Jahn-Teller
(JT ) effect of the Mn3+(t32ge

1
g) and the Mn − O dis-

tances are split into 4 short bonds and 2 long bonds.
In the basal ab plane long and short Mn − O bonds al-
ternates. The apical and basal short bonds have different
length, however this additional distortion is not resolved
by local probes such as real space high resolution diffrac-
tion and x-ray absorption spectroscopy. The local radial
distribution actually seen by these probes corresponds
then to the JT splitting, with 4 oxygensat short distances
(Mn − O)s≈ 1.94 Å and 2 oxygens at the long distance

(Mn − O)l ≈ 2.15 Å. LaMnO3 undergoes a transition
at T ∗ ≈ 710-750 K from the JT distorted orthorhombic
phase O to a high temperature nearly cubic O’ phase1.
The transition is accompanied by abrupt changes in the
electrical resistivity and Weiss constant2. The cell dis-
tortion is nearly removed and the orbital ordering disap-

pears in the O’ phase, but the JT distortion of MnO6

octahedra persists at the local scale3,4,5. The transition
then happens as an order-disorder transition, in agree-
ment with the thermodynamic calculations6. More re-
cently Qiu and co-workers7 reported on neutron powder
diffraction measurements showing that the JT distortion
of MnO6 octahedra is maintained also in the high tem-
perature rhomboedral phase (T ≥ 1010 K) and suggested
the presence of ordered clusters with strong antiferrodis-
torsive coupling.

New insights for the role of the JT distortion can be
obtained by the exploration of its pressure dependence.
In LaMnO3, the application of an external hydrostatic
pressure produces a reduction of the lattice distortions
and an enhancement of the carrier mobility8,9. The
Mn − O − Mn angle - tilt angle among two adjacent
octahedra - is reported to decrease monotonically. The
short bond distances (Mn − O)s are weakly shortened
with increasing pressure, the largest effect being a short-
ening of the long distance (Mn−O)l. Besides, resistivity
measurements8 reveal that the system keeps its insulat-
ing nature at room temperature up to 32 GPa where it
undergoes an insulator- metal transition. From the ex-
trapolation of x-ray diffraction data, it has been inferred
that local JT distortion completely vanishes around 18
GPa8. However ab initio calculations using soft pseudo-
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potentials recently predicted the conservation of local oc-
tahedral distortion well above this value10. The authors
predict the occurrence of a structural phase transition
around 15 GPa leading to a situation with a mixture of
polytypes of antiferromagnetic order11. Based on mean
field theoretical calculations, Yamasaki and coworkers12

also claimed that pressure induced metal to insulator
transition in LaMnO3 is not of Mott Hubbard type. They
show that, according to calculations combining local den-
sity approximations and mean field theories, both on
site repulsion and Jahn-Teller distortion are necessary
for LaMnO3 to be insulating below 32 GPa. The issue of
local distortion in LaMnO3 at high pressure is then not
fully addressed.

Although the use of x- ray absorption spectroscopy
(XAS), has been conclusive to elucidate many critical
points of the local structure of LaMnO3 and its doped
alloys13,14,15,16, no pressure dependence of the local or-
der has been reported yet by XAS measurements, neither
in the XANES (x-ray absorption near edge structure) nor
in the EXAFS (extended x-ray absorption fine structure)
range. This is principally due to inherent experimental
difficulties in the collection of the XAS high pressures
data at the manganese K edge, arising both from the
low transmission of the diamond cells and from the strong
additional absorption due to the La L edges. These diffi-
culties were partially overcome here by using perforated-
diamond cell17,18 and taking advantage of the high sta-
bility of a dispersive XAS setup. This setup is based on
a bent crystal monochromator that opens up the energy
band pass necessary for the spectroscopy and focuses it
to the sample position. The dispersing band-pass is col-
lected by a linear detector giving rise to a full spectrum
at once. There is no moving optical element during ex-
periments and an extremely good accuracy in the energy
scale can be achieved19. Above 8 GPa the long distance
(Mn − O)l is continuously reduced, however an octahe-
dral distortion persists over the whole pressure range. A
hysteresis in the long distance reduction is observed down
to ambient pressure, suggesting the coexistence of MnO6

distorted and undistorted units.

The pressure dependent x-ray absorption measurements
at the Mn K edge were performed at XAS dispersive
beamline20 of the LNLS (Laboratório Nacional de Luz
Śıncrotron, Campinas, Brazil). A polycrystalline powder
sample of LaMnO3 was synthesized by the liquid- mix
method previously described21. The as-made sample was
annealed at T= 1000 ◦C under oxygen partial pressure
p(O2) during 24 h and then quenched at liquid nitrogen
temperature. The T and p(O2) values were chosen in
order to give an LaMnO3 oxygen stoichiometric com-
pound, according to high temperature thermodynamic
measurements22. The lattice parameters obtained from
the Rietveld refinement agree with those of literature23.
A fine grained powder sample was loaded in a 100 µm di-
ameter hole of an iconel gasket mounted on perforated di-
amond as support to the 500 µm thick diamond anvils18.
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Figure 1: Mn K edge XANES spectra for LaMnO3 at in-
creasing pressures. Up to 8 GPa, the XANES are unchanged.
Above 8 GPa, the structures just beyond the edge (6650 -
6680 eV) are slighly enhanced, whereas the absorption thresh-
old is continuously shifted towards higher energies. The inset
shows the spectra derivatives for a best observation of this
last effect.

Silicone oil was used as pressure transmitive medium.
Quasi - hydrostatic pressures up to 15.3 GPa were ap-
plied and controlled using ruby sphere with a precision
of about 0.5 GPa. For each pressure, the cell was then re-
aligned at the optical focus - of around 150 µm - and the
spectra were collected in the transmission geometry. The
beam path was set under vacuum, to reduce air absorp-
tion and beam harmonic contamination. To ensure the
beam harmonic purity an additional gold coated mirror
was added just behind the anvil cell and set to a grazing
angle of 8 mrad. The energy resolution was about 1.5 eV,
with energy calibration stable within 0.05 eV during the
experiments.

The XANES spectra collected at various pressures ex-
hibit slight modifications (Fig.1), indicating that the
local atomic manganese environment is not drastically
changed under external hydrostatic pressure. For pres-
sures up to 8 GPa, no change at all is detected within the
MnO6 octahedra. In this pressure range a reduction of
the cell volume has been observed by X-ray and neutron
diffraction measurements8,9. A continuous decrease of
the Mn−O bond length from ambient pressure to 8GPa
is also reported. Even if they are sharply contrasted,
there may not be contradiction between the diffraction
and the XAS results. On the first hand XRD provides
the static periodicity of the structure averaged over a
large spatial domain. On the other hand, as the char-
acteristic time in the photoabsorption process is smaller
than that the time corresponding to the thermal motion
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of the atomic bonds, XAS probes the instantaneous short
range structure around the absorbing atoms. A good ex-
ample of complementarity of these approaches is given by
LaMnO3 on crossing the Jahn-Teller transition tempera-
ture. Diffraction methods show that the three bond con-
verge into a single bond length on crossing T ∗1, whereas
XAS gives no change of all in the three bonds lengths3,4,5.
The dynamic nature of the Jahn-Teller transition has
been deduced from the confrontation of both experimen-
tal evidences. By analogy with the temperature depen-
dent measurements, we may assume here that when an
external pressure above 8GPa is applied the main effect
should be then the rearrangement among the octahedra,
with possibly the formation of domains of disordered dis-
torsions, while the local instantaneous octahedron keeps
almost unchanged. Such rearrangment would result in a
reduction of the coherence length of the dynamical spa-
tial fluctuations, and yield, in diffraction measurements,
to the derivation of smaller average static values for the
Mn − O bonds.

Above 8 GPa, we observe a continuous shift of the ab-
sorption threshold towards higher energies, (Fig.1 and
inset), along with the enhancement of the structures just
above the edge (6650 - 6680 eV). As the manganese for-
mal valence (Mn3+) keeps unchanged with pressure, the
edge shift (δE) expresses here modifications in the re-
pulsive nearest neighbors potential arising from change
in Mn − O bonds in the coordination shell24. Besides,
as shorter bond lengths correspond to higher edge ener-
gies, the edge position is determined by the long distance
(Mn − O)l ≈ 2.15 Å. δE is then here essentially re-
lated to the specific reduction in this bond. At the same
time, the structures close to the edge are enhanced. It
should be pointed out that, due to the selection rules
in x- ray absorption spectroscopy, the K edge transi-
tion originates from the core 1s state to the projected
np (mainly 4p) unoccupied states. The enhancement in
the structures close to the edge accounts for a change in
the hybridization concomitant with the increasing over-
lap of the wavefunctions when the hydrostatic pressure
is applied. This indicates a reduction of the local dis-
tortion of the Mn sites, leading to a reduction of the eg

splitting and a partial delocalization of the eg electrons.
Our results then agree with the intuitive idea, also con-
firmed by the x-ray diffraction measurements8,9, that the
short bonds (Mn − O)s should be less reduced than the
long (Mn − O)l ones by the application of an external
pressure.

Ab initio XANES calculations25 of LaMnO3- based struc-
tures with progressive reduction of the (Mn − O)l bond
reproduce well the experimental features (Fig.2). We
should report that in simulations where long and short
bonds are reduced in a same proportion, the positive edge
shift is correctly reproduced but the structures at the
edge are not enhanced. The evolution of the XANES
features reflects then a continuous reduction of the av-
erage JT distortion from 8 GPa up to 15.3 GPa. The
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Figure 2: XANES simulations. Open symbols :
LaMnO3 structure. Plain symbols : LaMnO3 variant where
the (Mn − O)l bonds are reduced (≈ 0.1 Å). The edge is
shifted (≈ 0.9 eV ) and the structures above the edge are en-
hanced.

evolution of the edge energy as a function of the applied
pressure is given in figure 3. For small shifts the relation-
ship between the reduction δR of a bond distance and the
associated edge shift δE and is almost linear24. An ex-
perimental calibration obtained for manganite systems26

gives δE
δR

≈ 10 eV /Å. We also obtain the similar cal-

ibration from our XANES simulations ( δE
δR

≈ 9 eV /Å,
Fig.2).

The edge shift of 0.6 eV from 8 to 15.3 GPa corresponds
then to a reduction in the long bond (Mn−O)l by about

0.06 Å± 0.02 Å over this range. Even if the short bonds
(Mn − O)s were not reduced at all under pressure, the
total suppression of the JT splitting would result in an
energy shift at the edge of the order of 2 eV, which is not
observed. Up to 15 GPa, the coherent JT distortion pa-

rameter (σJT )2 - defined as σJT =
√

1/6 ·
∑

| Ri − R |

- decreases only by one third (Fig.3, inset). Local JT
distortions are then present, even if the crystallographic
structure suggests otherwise. Extrapolation of the data
shows that the JT splitting would vanish only around
30 GPa, i.e. for applied pressures where the system is
reported to undergo an insulator - metal transition8.

When the pressure is released down to ambient, a hys-
teresis is observed. At 9 GPa all features of the XANES
spectrum are similar to those of the spectra at 13 GPa.
Such hysteresis suggests the occurrence of a mixture of
phases with close compositions and related structures27.
The hysteresis results in this case from the non-negligible
elastic strain energy of coherent or semi-coherent inter-
faces that must be taken into account to describe the to-
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Figure 3: Relative changes in Mn − O distance in the pres-
sure range 0 to 15.3 GPa. The plain circles are obtained by
increasing the pressure and the open circles correspond to the
release. The curve in the inset gives an estimation of the JT

distortion defined by (σJT )2 =(

√

1/6 ·
∑

| Ri − R | )2 and

predicts a suppression of the distortion above 30 GPa

tal Gibbs energy of the system. As the free motion of each
MnO6 octahedron is limited by the oxygen atoms shared
with the adjacent units, electron phonon coupling may

involve several coupled Mn atoms28. We should remind
that XAS informs on the average Mn environment. The
present data may then be examined considering that ap-
plication of the pressure above 8 GPa, would induce the
progressive formation of MnO6 undistorted units coupled
to distorted ones. The coexistence, at high pressures, of
these larger polarons with the small MnO6 JT distorted
octahedra may account for the hysteresis behavior.

In summary, we studied the modifications in the aver-
age local distortion around the manganese atoms induced
by application of high pressures in the range 0 to 15.3
GPa, from the modifications of x-ray absorption spec-
tra in the near edge range. The MnO6 octahedra keep
unchanged by application of hydrostatic pressures up to
8 GPa, whereas above this value the long (Mn−O)l dis-
tance is continuouly reduced. The Jahn- Teller bond
splitting persists over the whole pressure range. The to-
tal quenching of this splitting is expected to take place
only at pressures above 30 GPa, indicating that local JT
distortion and insulator - to - metal transition should be
closely related. A hysteresis in the XANES features when
pressure is released suggests the coexistence of MnO6 dis-
torted and undistorted units.
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